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A propositional logic is expressively complete if there is a tinite set of connectives which 
define all truth tables. Kamp, Stavi, and Gabbay proved that all tense logics over linear time 
are expressively complete. Amir and Gabbay brought examples of expressively complete non- 
linear time structures. Gabbay showed that the general time structure is not expressively com- 
plete. Here we narrow the gap and prove that for branching time, if the model is an infinite 
tree with an unbounded branching factor then there is no expressive completeness. ( 1987 
Academic Press. Inc. 
Tense logic is a modal logic where the relationship between the worlds of its 
model is an order relation. It is, however, interesting in itself since it offers a 
mechanism for reasoning about assertions that change with time. Lately there has 
been a rise in popularity of tense logic from two directions. Linguists (e.g., Rohrer) 
use tense logic since there is an underlying time structure to human speech. 
Theoretical computer scientists (e.g., Pnueli, Lamport, Nemeti) are considering 
tense logic for methods of proving program correctness. Tense logic seems 
especially valuable for handling concurrent systems. 
In this paper we address the issue of expressive completeness of connectives. An 
infinite number of connectives can be defined semantically. In the classical 
propositional calculus, for example, every truth table defines a connective. However 
it is elementary that all such connectives can be expressed using a finite number of 
connectives, 1 and /\ could be such a pair. The addition of a time structure adds 
tense connectives. Do we still have a finite set of expressively complete connectives? 
Gabbay [6] showed that there is no expressive completeness over the general 
ordered model. It still remains useful to know over which structures there is 
expressive completeness since for most uses time is not a general order but rather 
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has more restrictive properties. Kamp [S] proved that over a linear, Dedekind 
complete structure there is expressive completeness. Stavi [9] showed that holds 
true for linear structures with gaps, such as the rationals. The connectives used in 
temporal logic literature are based on the Kamp expressively complete connectives 
Until and Since. However, interest is rising in nonlinear time structures which could 
be useful in proof systems suitable for parallelism and concurrency. In [ 1, 21 some 
examples were brought of expressively complete branching structures. 
This paper shows that the infinite discrete tree with unbounded branching factor 
is not expressively complete. We conjecture that the infinite discrete bounded degree 
tree yields expressive completeness. 
TENSELOGIC-SYNTAX OF WFF AND SEMANTICS 
Consider a propositional calculus defined in the normal way, where atomic 
propositions are denoted by small letters such as p, q, r,..., and connectives denoted 
by combinations of capital letters such as U, S, NR, etc. The usual classical connec- 
tives are denoted by 1, A, V, +. Define wff in the usual manner. The semantics of 
a tense logic is defined as follows: 
DEFINITIONS 1. Let (9, <, = ) be a structure where .Y is nonempty, < is a 
transitive relation on Y and = is the equality. Call (Y, <, = ) aflow of time or a 
time model, call the elements of .Y moments of time .Y and say that a moment t is 
earlier (later) than a moment s if t <s (s < t). Let S(Y) be the set of subsets of Y 
and 9 the set of atomic propositions. A function h: Y + S(5) is called a truth 
function or assignment. 
An atomic proposition p is true at a moment t under h if tE h(p). Write it in 
symbols as IlpII:l= 1. t is called the evaluation point. 
If t 4 h(p) then p is.false at a moment t under h, or i/p1/!=0. 
The behaviour of the connectives A and 1 is determined by the required 
conditions: 
llv * $11; = 1 iff lldl:l= 1111/ll:‘= 1, 
IIbcpIl;= 1 iff il~ll~ = 0. 
Since Vand -+ can be defined using A and 1, their truth values are defined 
accordingly. 
EXAMPLE 2. Actually, the classical propositional calculus is a special case of 
tense logic. Take Y = { 1 }, where < is irreflexive. Obviously, there is no s E Y such 
that s < 1 or 1 < s. This time flow consists of one moment only and there is only the 
“present” tense. The range of the truth functions is {a, { 1) ) or {F, T 1 or { 0, 1 } as 
is convenient to denote. Thus the truth function assigns a single truth value T or F 
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to any atom and this is the definition of a truth function in the classical 
propositional calculus. 
While the truth values of atomic propositions and of the classical connectives are 
only dependent on the valuation point, other connectives could be more com- 
plicated. Some connectives may need reference points in time. For example, consider 
a truth connective # such that 11 #(p, q)IItS = 1 (#(p, q) is true at evaluation point 
t with reference point s under assignment h) if proposition p is true at moment t 
and proposition q is true at moment S. In systems having connectives with more 
than one evaluation point the truth value of all connectives is defined using the 
maximum number of points necessary. This is not a constraint and does not change 
the definition of connectives with less evaluation points since additional moments 
are ignored. For example, 
IIP v 4/t,,. ,,,,,., = 1 iff 
lIPII:lr,. ,,,,,_, = 1 or Ilsll:I, ,,,,,,,, ~, = 1 iff 
tEh(p) or tEh(q). 
The notion of assignment is similarly extended to more than one moment with 
h’(p) = { (4 rl ,..., r,- ,I: t E h(p)}. 
For convenience sake we will not distinguish henceforth between h’ and h. 
In the propositional calculus, connectives could be detined by the use of truth 
tables. We shall now define this concept in propositional tense logic. 
DEFINITIONS 3. Let dp be the full predicate logic over (Y, <, = ), and let Pi, 
i = l,..., n be symbols for m-place predicates over Y-. Let $(t, x, ,..., x, _ , , <, =, 
P, ,..., P,,) be a wff with the variables t, x, ,..., x,_ I free. $ is called an n-place m- 
dimensional table over F. 
Let # be an n-place connective on tense logic formulas and 
rl/,(t, X I ,..‘, *x,,, - I? <, =, P, ,..., P,,) be an n-place m-dimensional table. tj, can be 
used as a table defining # as follows: 
II if ((cp I ?...? %A:, j...... ‘;“?_, = 1 
iff (F, <, = > I= Il/#(t, -x1,..., x,,-~, <, =, Ncp,),..., h(cp,)), 
where h(v)= Its, _vlr..., Y,-~): II~II~,~ ,..._, +,_,= 11. 
Note that for atomic proposition p, ~lpll~,~,,,,,,.,,.,_, = 1 iff t E h(p). In particular, an n- 
place l-dimensional table over Y is a table $( t, < , =, P, ,..., P,), where Pi E F, 
i = l,..., n. 
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EXAMPLE 2a. As a continuation of Example 2, it can be seen that the 
propositional calculus definition of a truth table is a special case of the tense logic 
definition. Every table is l-dimensional since there is only one moment, thus the 
predicates can only be 0 or 1 and this settles the truth value of the connective. 
EXAMPLE 4. Two interesting connectives are past (P) and future (F). They can 
be defined as 
llhll:‘= 1 iff 3s<t(~Icpll:‘= l), 
lIFdl4= 1 iff 3s>t(llcpI/~= 1). 
Had the exact definition been followed, the above would have been 
l+bp = 3s < tP(s) 
$F = 3s > tF(s) 
and then 
llW:‘= 1 iff I(/d4 Ncp)), 
IIFdl:‘= 1 iff $A4 4cp)). 
For convenience sake, truth tables will henceforth be written in the looser way, as 
used in this example, rather then stringently follow the defined form. 
Let us denote connectives by # and their respecitve tables by $, . If a set 
C= { (#, $,)} is given, for any wff A(p, ,..., p,,), where pi i= l,..., n are the 
propositions appearing in A, the truth value of IlA(p,,..., P,~)II:‘, can be computed. 
Moreover, it can be easily shown by induction on the complexity of A that a table 
tia(t, x, <> => p, ,...’ P,,) exists in Y such that for all h, t, x, 
IIA(P,Y, P,z)II:I, iff F I= $Af, x, <, =, MP,),..., MP,,)), 
where x designates x ,,..., x,,_ , and m is the maximum dimension of any $ #. The 
question is if the converse is also true. Is there a finite set of connectives with which 
for any given table Ic/A a corresponding wff A can be built? 
EXPRESSIVE COMPLETENESS 
DEFINITIONS 5. (a) Let there be given an m-dimensional tense system with 
connectives #, and tables II/,. We say that the system is expressively complete 
(junctionally complete) in m-dimensions iff for any $( t, x, ,..., x, 1, Q, ,..., Qk) of 
the language 3’ there exists a wff B(q,, # i) built from the atoms q, ,..., qk and the 
tense connectives such that for any h, t, x ,,..., x,_, we have 
(F* <, = > b $B(f, x3 h(Q) - ICl(t, x, h(q,)). In other words for any II/ there exists 
a B such that $ = tiB. 
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(b) The m-dimensional tense system is said to be expressively complete in one 
dimension iff for any $(t, Qj) of _Y with only t free there exists a B of the language 
such that 
(5, < 5 = > I= $(t, Qj) * $B(t,..., t, Qj), 
i.e., for any rl/(t, Qj) there exists a B(q,) such that for any h, t, IIBJI:,,,.,, = 1 iff 
r k ICl(t7 Mq,)). 
For simpler terminology we use the following conventions: 
(c) A flow of time (Y, <, = ) is said to be expressively complete (or 
equivalently, functionally complete) in m-dimensions iff there exists a finite set of 
m-dimensional connectives which is expressively complete in m-dimensions. 
(d) (F-, <, = ) is said to be expressively (functionally) complete if it is 
functionally complete in some dimension m. 
DEFINITION 6. Let (Y, <, = ) be a flow of time and consider the monadic 
language of Y with K, monadic predicates. We say that Y has H-dimension m if 
the following two conditions hold: 
(i) Let Ii/(x ,,..., xk, P ,,..., P,) be a wff, where x1 ,..., xk are the free variables 
and P,,..., P,, are the monadic predicates of II/ (with k, n arbitrary). Then there 
exists a $‘(x, ,..., xkr P, ,..., P,,) logically equivalent to $ which uses no more then m 
different bound variable letters. 
(ii) m is the smallest number satisfying (i) above. 
EXAMPLE 7. To say that there are at least 3 different elements one usually needs 
3 letters namely 3x,, x2, x3 (Aizjxi#x,). Over linear time one can manage with 2 
letters, 3x (3y(x < y) A 3y( y < x)). 
Gabbay [6] showed 
THEOREM 8. If (F, <, = ) is expressively complete in one dimension then it has 
a ,finite H-dimension. 
It is an open queston whether the converse is also true. However, in the case of 
multidimensional expressive completeness, finite H-dimension is a necessary and 
sufficient condition. The following theorem is also due to Gabbay [6]. 
THEOREM 9. Let (F-, <, = ) be aflow of time then the two following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(i) (F, <, = ) has a finite H-dimension. 
(ii) (Y-, <, = ) is functionally complete. 
571/34/l-3 
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NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR EXPRESSIVE COMPLETENESS 
DEFINITION IO. Let L,, be the set of all closed formulas with only the predicates 
= and <. Call L, the order language. Call the formulas .Y = Y, I < Y and .Y > .I’ the 
atoms of L,. 
Let L, be the set of all formulas having only the predicates = and <. Call L,, the 
order language with free variables. 
Let L, be the set of all closed wffs in a predicate calculus having = and < as two 
special predicates. Call L, the closed predicute order language. 
Time structure (R, <, = ) is said to have a finite PH-dimension (VH-dimension, 
OH-dimension) if there exists a natural number m such that for all c( E L&L,, L,), 
there is an ~1‘ E L,(L,, L,) such that t a H a’ and a’ has no more than m different 
variable symbols. 
Remark. It is clear that the following relation holds true: 
finite H-dim 
6, % 
finite VH-dim finite PH-dim 
Ql ti 
finite OH-dim 
THEOREM 11. Let (R, <, = ) he an ordered structure. If R has a,jinite PH-dim 
then R has a finite VH-dim. 
Proof: Let ct E L,. For any free variable _Y; in r define three new predicates P\: , 
P<, and PC, such that 
PI:(Y) iff x,<Y 
P<(Y) iff x, > ~1, 
P,(Y) iff X, = ~9. 
Let a” be the formula derived from cc by replacing every occurrence of x, = y, x, < y, 
or xi> y by P,;(y), P_;(y), or P.;(y), respectively. Do this for all free variables. 
The resulting formula CI” has no free variables, thus CI” E L,. 
But R has a finite PH-dimension thus there is an CI’ E L, such that kR cl” tt M’ 
and ~1’ has no more than m different bound variable symbols. 
Now replace in ~1’ all predicates P;(y), P;(y), and P_;(y) by xi = y, xi > Y and 
x, < Y, respectively, for all i. The result is a formula c( “’ in the order language with 
free variables such that I--~ CI +-+ LX”’ and such that there are no more than m dif- 
ferent bound variable symbols in CX”‘. Q.E.D. 
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CONCLUSION. Let (R, <, = ) be an ordered structure. If R has a finite PH-dim 
then R has a finite H-dim. (The proof of Theorem 11 translates directly, simply 
view the predicates with free variables as constants.) 
By Theorem 8, if a structure yields expressive completeness then it has a finite 
H-dim, and by definition if R has a finite H-dim then it has a finite OH-dim. 
Therefore, proving that a structure does not have a finite OH-dim is sufficient for 
showing it is not functionally complete. This idea was used by Gabbay [S] to show 
that the general ordered time flow is not functionally complete. The same fact will 
be used later in this section to show another structure which is not functionally 
complete. The following theorem will aid in better understanding the nature of 
finite OH-dim. 
THEOREM 12. For all n, the following formula cannot be expressed using less than 
n variables: 
$,, = 3x1 ,..., x,, /j Cl (xi<xj) A l txjcxi) A (xiZx,)l~ 
!#i ,., = I ,..., II 
In a structure where the following axioms hold: 
A. 3xVy((x # y) -+ (x --c y)) 
B. 1 (3x,y,z(x<y)~ (y<-_)). 
EXPLANATION. The meaning of the formula $,z in the structure is that there are 
n “fanning” elements, as pictured in the diagram. 
n 
Proqf The model where the formula $,, holds true is a structure of at least n 
elements that are mutually incomparable, and one element that is less than all those 
n. Thus there is one unique element x such that Vy(( y # x) + (x < y)) and for every 
other x, y 1 (x < y) and 1 (y < x). Introduce a name c to the minimal element 
and do away with the relation “<“. This can be done since “ < ” can be defined in 
this structure using the constant c, as 
x<Y iff x=c and y # c. 
Therefore the structure (R, <, = ) is isomorphic to the structure (R, =, c). 
(R, =, c) is a language with equality and by Theorem 5.1 in [6] the sentence 
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3X , ?...> xn Aif,,,,,= I ,..., ,2 xi # x, cannot be expressed using less than n variables. This 
sentence is II/,, in (R, <, = ) and since it is isomorphic to (R, =, c), Ic/,, cannot be 
expressed using less than n variables. Q.E.D. 
It is obvious that if a sentence is true in a substructure B of R and it has an 
interpretation involving only elements of B then the sentence is true in a structure 
identical to B (with no elements of R\B). However, the number of bound variable 
symbols needed to express this sentence may be different. 
EXAMPLE 13. Let (R, = ) be a structure with equality where R is the set of 
integers. Since it is the pure theory of equality we know by Theorem 5.1 of [6] that 
the sentences 
ti,,=Jx,,...,x,, /j (x,+x,) 
i#j 
I,, = I ,.... II
cannot be expressed using less than n variables. However, take (R, = ) as a sub- 
structure of (B, <, = ), where B = R v R’, R’ is the set of integers ordered in the 
natural manner. i.e., n’ < n’ + 1 and R not ordered but related to the R’ as follows: 
n > n’. For a schematic of B see Fig. 1. The sentences rl/,, restricted to R are still true 
but as was shown in [ 1 ] can all be written using a bound number of variables. 
The need arises to clarify some of the cases when a restriction on a sentence to a 
substructure will still not enable us to use less variables then the sentence would 
require if the substructure were its full model. 
Notation 14. Let q(x) be a formula of LR (The monadic predicate language of 
time structure R) with one free variable x, $ a wff of LR. Define GCVp, as follows: 
(i) For II/ atomic tj(cp)=def $. 
(ii) For + = y A 5 $I’“) Edef (q) A t(v) 
(iii) For tj = (15) $iV)=defc([)(V). ’ 
(iv) For I,!I =3x< $(“‘=def 3x(cp(x) A cCVp)). 
DEFINITION 15. Let q(x) be a formula with one free variable x. A structure R is 
said to be non-reducibly prestricted to a structure B if 
and if tj(‘p) cannot be expressed using less variable symbols than the minimum 
needed by II/ in R. 
EXAMPLE 16. Using B from Example 13 and taking $ to be 
$(x)= 13z(z>x), 
it is clear that +--L~ q’@) *--) bLR~. 
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FIGURE 1 
However, consider the case of the $, defined in Example 13; It/L@) can be 
expressed in R using less than n variables. Thus R is reducibly +-restricted to B. 
The following theorem will assure us of cases where non reducible t+krestriction 
exists. 
NON-REDUCIBLE RESTRICTION 
THEOREM 17. Let (R, <, = > and(B, <, = ) be nonempty structures. Assume 
3a E R such that for all y E R if y # a then a < y. Designate this element min R. Define 
now (C, <, = > in the following manner: 
C = (R\min R) v B). 
The order relation on C is defined as: for x, y E C if x, y E R then the same relation 
between them in R will hold in C, and if x, y E B they will have the same relation as in 
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B. An element c E B will huve the additionul propert)! thut ,ftir uny a E R, (’ irill relute 
to a uiu min R. Jf there is u ,formulu cp such thut 
then R is non-reducible q-restricted to C und B is non-reducibly @restricted to C, 
where Q(x) = TV(X) v (cp(x) A x = min R). 
EXPLANATION. The theorem says, in effect, that if a structure R with a minimum 
point is “grafted” on any point of a structure B as shown in Fig. 2(A) then R and B 
cannot “help out” each other as far as the number of variables is concerned in 
sentences restricted to B or R, respectively. 
Proqf: Let $ be a sentence in L 0” that cannot be expressed using less than n 
variables. Assume now that tL; $ ‘V’ tf l, where t can be expressed using n - 1 
variables. Assume that in the interpretation of < all variables denote elements in R. 
Then there is a t’ such that 5”“” = 4 and we have 
Thus kL; $ tf t’, but t only has (n - 1) variables and this contradicts the fact 
that $ would not be expressed in R using less than n variables. Therefore we must 
assume that some variables are @restricted, i.e., their interpretations are elements 
of BcC. 
PROPOSITION 18. Every ,formulu in Lh. is equivalent to u boolean combination qf 
formulas, each ?f which is either q-restricted or @restricted, with no extra variables 
added. 
Proof: Every formula in Lg’ is equivalent to a boolean combination of formulas 
where every variable is either q-restricted or @restricted. Simply, for Vx$(x), write 
I3 
Q A .
mzn,4 u B . 
mini3 
i-) 
C 
FIGURE 2 
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(V_~cp(x) A I/I(X)) A (VxCp(x) A Ii/(x)). For 3x$(x), write (3xcp(x) A I/I(X)) v 
(j<@(X) A 9(X)). 
So it is enough to prove the proposition for every formula having all its variables 
cp or @-restricted. This is done by induction on the level of nested quantification in 
restricted variables. If there are no such nested quantifiers-there is nothing to 
prove. In the rest of this proof we shall not consider universal quantifiers. Their 
handling is the negation of the existential cases. 
Notation. For simplicity of notation we will designate, throughout the rest of 
the proof, q-restricted variables by x’s and g-restricted variables by y’s. 
For the level of one quantifier the Cases (i) 3xB, (ii) 3yB, have to be considered; 
B is a boolean combination of atoms. We can assume B is in a disjunctive normal 
form, so the quantifier can “move in” and it is enough to consider conjunctions of 
atoms and their negations. 
Case. (i) 3X/?, A Pr ... A pk, where each pi is an atom or a negation. We can 
assume that every p, has the variable s in it, otherwise it could be moved left of the 
quantifier. We can also assume that some of the atoms have a y variable, otherwise 
we are done. Assume then the mixed atoms are first. The possible cases are: 
1. 3X(X= y) A P, where P =p2 A A p,,. This is equivalent to 
( y = min R) A P’ where P’ is P in which min R is replacing every appearance of x. 
Note that one variable was eliminated. 
2. 3.u(.u < _v) A P is equivalent to ( y > min R) A P’, P’ the same as in Case 1. 
Again the variable x was eliminated. 
3. 3x(?c > y) A P is equivalent to ( y < min R) A 3xP. 
4. 3x(x#)‘) A P is equivalent to [(y#min R) A 3xP] v [3x(P A 
(x # min R))]. 
5. 3x i (x < y) A P is equivalent to 3xP. 
6. 3x 1 (X > y) A P is equivalent to i ( JJ < min R) A 3xP. 
In cases 3-6 continue iteratively until P has no y’s, and we have reached the desired 
form. 
Note also that in Cases 3-6 the x and the y were actually distinct variables, since 
they are part of the same atom. However, after the separation x can be changed to 
be one of the previous separated y’s because they are not nested anymore, and we 
have thus gained a variable. 
Case (ii) 3yp, A p2 A ‘.. Ap,, where each pi is an atom or a negation. Again 
we can assume that all pi’s have the variable y in them and that at least one atom 
has an x variable. Move the mixed x-y atoms leftmost and the following cases 
should be handled. As in Case (i) we take P to be pi A pi + , A . . . A pk, where i = 2 
in the first iteration and increases by 1 every subsequent iteration. 
1. 3y(x = y) A P is equivalent to (x = min R) A P’, where P’ is derived from 
P by replacing by (min R) every appearance of y. The variable y is eliminated. 
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2. 3p(x < y) A P is equivalent to (X = min R) A 3y(P A (min R < y)). 
3. ~_v(_x > .r) A P is equivalent to 3y(P A (min R > y)). 
4. 3y(x#y) A P is equivalent to [(x#min R) A 3yP] v [3y(P A 
(y#min R))]. 
5. 3.~1 (x < y) A P is equivalent to [(x # min R) A 3yP] v [3y(P A 
l(y>min R))]. 
6. 3yi (X > y) A P is equivalent to jy(P A 1 (min R > y)). 
Cases 2-6 continue iteratively until P has no more x variables, and we have 
reached the form of a boolean combination of formulae, where there are no nested 
quantifications of x and y type variables. Note that as in Case (i), here too, one 
variable can be eliminated after the separation. The y variable was different from 
any nested x variable appearing in the same atom with it, but now that the x type 
variables do not appear in the quantification range of the y we can eliminate this y 
and replace it with one of the separated x type variables. 
THE INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS. Assume that for a level of m nested quantifications 
of x and y type variables any formula in L" is equivalent to a boolean combination 
of formulae such that each one is either an atom or has only x type variables and 
the constant min R or only y type variables and the constant min R. We likewise 
assume that the resulting formula has one less variable symbol than the given for- 
mula. 
Let 5 be a formula in LR of level of X-J type nested quantification m + 1. We can 
assume that (i) 5 = 3x5, or (ii) 3y<, , where 4, is of level m. By the induction 
hypothesis r, is equivalent to a boolean combination of atoms, x type and y type 
formulae. Assume 5, is in disjunctive normal form and we only need to analyze 
conjuncts of atoms, x type, and y type formulae. 
Cuse (i). We can assume there are no y type formulae in 5,) since otherwise 
they could be moved out of the quantifier range. Likewise there are no x type for- 
mulae not including the quantifying variable. Thus we only need to analyze the case 
M,? where 5, is a conjunction of atoms and x type formulae involving the 
quantifying variable. 
Assume, as we did for level 1 that the mixed x-,r type atoms are leftmost in the 
conjunction. Separate 5, by the iteration method described in level 1 until there are 
no more ,x-y type atoms. We have reached the desired form. 
Note that a variable symbol was eliminated for the same reasons stated in 
Level 1 but it could be that a variable that was eliminated before now appeared in a 
mixed atom so we are still left with only 1 variable symbol less than the original 
formula. 
Case (ii) is similar to Case (i); just exchange “x” and “y.” This concludes the 
proof of the induction step. 
We now have to eliminate the constant min R from our resulting formula. Since 5 
is a formula in L" with no free variables, all the formulae in the resulting form 5’ are 
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closed formulae and each one has either x type or y type variables. 5’ has the con- 
stant min R appearing in it but one variable less than c. Assume that variable was z. 
The formula 3z(cp(z) A Vx(((x#z) A q(x)) + (x>z))) A l”, where 5” is derived 
from t’ by replacing all appearances of min R with a z is still of the desired form, 
with no more variables than 5 and without the constant min R. Q.E.D. 
We now return to the proof of the theorem. We have t-Lb; $““) CI l, where 5 is 
expressed using n - 1 variables. But 5 is equivalent to a boolean combination of 
p-restricted and G-restricted formulae, <‘, thus t-Lb t,VVp) c* 5’. 
However, G is q-restricted and its interpretation is in R only. The parts of 5’ that 
are @-restricted can be interpreted in B only and there is not relation between any 
q-restricted and q-restricted element in <‘. Thus if we replace every @-restricted 
component of r’ by a tautology we get a formula 5”‘Vp) that 
but can be expressed using n - 1 variables. Thus 
and this contradicts the choice of tj as a sentence that cannot be expressed using 
less than n variable symbols. 
We have proven that R is q-restricted to C. The case of B being q-restricted to C 
can be proven in a similar manner, making use of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 19. Non-reducible q-restriction is a transitive relation (See 
Fig. 2(B)). 
Proqf Let (R, <, = ) be cp,-restricted to (B, <, = ) and (B, C, = ) be 
cps-restricted to (C, <, = ). We will show that (R, <, = ) is (Pi A V.-restricted 
to (C, <, = ), non reducibly. It is clear that 
We need to show that if $ cannot be expressed in R using less than n variables, 
$“PK h VPB) cannot be expressed in C using less than n variables. Suppose, to the con- 
trary, that it can. Then there exists a r in L” such that F~; tj”PR A V8) ++ r with < 
having n - 1 variables. But $‘VR A rpB) = (#‘VR))‘pB), thus there is a way of expressing 
($‘VR))‘Vi?) in L’ using n - 1 variables. But B is cpB-restricted to C therefore $‘VPR) can 
be expressed in B using n - 1 variables. R is cpR-restricted to B therefore $ can be 
expressed in R using n - 1 variables, and this is a contradiction! Q.E.D. 
RESULT 20. Let (R, <, = ) be a nonlinear structure with an x E R such that 
x = min R, and let (B, <, = ) be a linear structure with a ye B such that 
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V.K((X # y) + (x < y)). Let (C, <, = ) be the structure derived by grqfting R on j’. 
Then R is nonreducibl_v q-restricted to C. (This result states that by adding a “tail’ to 
a structure as shown in Fig. 3, its H-dimension cannot decrease.) 
ProoJ: R is nonlinear thus there exists a branching point in R. Construct a 
formula cp that is satisfied only by elements in R and use Theorem 17. 
Assume that min R is a branching point. Define 
T(x)=3y3z(y>X) A (z>x) A (J#Z) A l(l,>-_) 
Now take cp(x) = r(x) v 3y(( _V < X) A r( _v)). By Theorem 17, R is nonreducibly 
q-restricted to C. 
If min R is not a braching point there are three possibilities. Either B is finite or 
there are finitely many elements between min R and the least branching point in R 
or both B and the distance between min R and the least branching point in R are 
infinite. In the latter case R is of the same H-dim as C so obviously it is non- 
reducibly q-restricted to it. For the first two possibilities construct a formula similar 
to the one used for a branching min R (add a “count” for the finite elements 
involved) and apply Theorem 17. 
RESULT 21. Jf R is non-reduci& q-restricted to B then H-dim B > H-dim R. 
Since by Theorem 17 every formula II/ of R which is q-restricted in B cannot be 
expressed using less variable symbols than in R. 
RESULT 22. Let (R, <, = > he an ordered structure. Let x0 E R he a point with n 
“fanning” elements. Then H-dim R 2 n. 
Proof: From Theorem 12 we have that a structure with n “fanning” elements 
has H-dim 3 n. Theorem 17 assures us that a structure having an n-element fan at 
any point has H-dim 3 n. 
Hdim(A) 5 Hdim(B) Hdim(Al) 5 Hdim(B1) 
FIGURE 3 
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Take rp describing the existence of an n-element fan as follows: 
V(X) = 3x0, x1 ,...> x,, /j (Xi > x0) 
i= l....,n 
A /j [(X,#Xi) A l(X;>X,) A l(X,<X,)] 
i#/ 
i,j= l....r~ 
A /j [ljZ(X;>Z) A (Xj>Z) A (Z>_Q,)] 
i#j 
i.1 = I ,....n 
Repetitive use of Theorem 17 assures us that the elements below the fan and the 
elements above each one of the tips cannot contribute to a lower 0 H-dim R. For a 
schematic of this result see Fig. 4. 
. . . . . 
LL- A n n 
. ..“.... . ..“‘... 
. 
c.I_I 
. 
B 
FIG. 4. Structures with H-dim > n. 
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DEFINITION 23. Let G be a structure such that tG Ic/,, for all n, where 
1c/,,=3x0,x I)...,. r,, A (X,>.X())A /q [(X,#_)i,)Al(X,>X,) 
/ = I.....11 !#I 
'., : I ,. ..,I 
A l(X,<X,)] A /j [13Z(X,>Z)A (X,>Z)A (z>xJ]. 
If/ 
i. j = I. . ...1 
EXPLANATION. G is a branching structure with branchings of unbounded num- 
ber of elements. 
CONCLUSION 24. G is not functionally complete. 
Proof. By Conclusion 22 OH-dim G 2 n for all n, thus there is no finite H-dim, 
and no functional completeness. Q.E.D. 
CONCLUSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
The structure G was shown not to be expressively complete. We conjecture that 
an infinite discrete tree with a bounded branching factor is expressively complete. 
Nondiscrete nonlinear structures are still an open research area. Finally, a 
classification of all models having expressive completeness could lead to a general 
set of expressively complete tense connective schemas. 
I. 
6. 
1. 
8. 
9. 
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